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This up-to-date text helps nursing students master pharmacology by tightly linking it to therapeutic

goals and patient wellness. Organized by body systems (units) and diseases (chapters),  

PHARMACOLOGY FOR NURSES: A PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC APPROACH, 4/e   provides complete

information on the drug classifications used to treat each disease class. Students can easily locate

all relevant anatomy, physiology, pathology, and pharmacology in the same chapter where each

drug is discussed. Exclusive Nursing Process Focus features clearly and concisely relates

pharmacotherapy to patient assessment, nursing diagnoses, planning patient outcomes,

implementing patient-centered care, and evaluating the outcomes. This new Fourth Edition links

pharmacology to patient care through exceptionally accurate, attractive graphics, rich media

resources, extensive self-assessment tools, and features covering complementary medicine;

diverse patient/lifestyle considerations; and evidence-based practice. It has been thoroughly

updated to reflect current pharmacologic drugs, drug classes, processes, mechanisms, and

warnings; and the newest QSEN competencies and NCLEX question formats.
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This book is without the gook the other larger Pharmacology books give you. There's not a lot of the



chemical break down like the other books but more of the pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics are. Side effects are clearly spelled out and the book makes learning drugs

easy. I wish I had this book the first time around!

Good details about drugs, and made learning nursing pharmacology as bearable as it could be.

Very informative.

I am a nursing instructor at an LPN/LVN program in CA. I find this resource helps will explanation of

why medications "work" better than others and when coupled with the pathophysiology the students

have a better understanding of why one medication would be prescribed for one Patient/Client and

not another when both Patient/Clients have the same condition. The illustrations and explanations

clarify and assist with learning in my student groups. I highly recommend this book.

Of all the textbooks I have purchased in nursing school I feel that this one is on the top of the list

because of how easy it is to read. I feel that I am not falling asleep or getting bored while reading it. I

would strongly recommend this book for other nursing students or people who are just interested in

pharmacology.

OMG....This is the first semester I have used e-books, and I will never go back!!!! This book not only

has great information, but amazing features that make it easy to study the material inside. I literally

click a button to make flashcards to study, and now Im not carrying around a ton of books (Which

really hurt my back last semester). Cant go wrong with this buy!

This textbook is excellent. It's organized well. Each chapter begins with a very simple explanation of

the patho for each drug section. Prototype drugs are outlined very well. End of chapter questions

are well written and useful for clinical. I really can't say how thankful I am for this book being in our

program. I used it more than our actual pathology textbook for another class. The nursing

considerations included are straight forward and easy to understand. Great editing.Also just want to

add I highly recommend getting the workbook for this edition. It has these calculation questions at

the end of each section that provide an opportunity for practice each time you study. Also there is

this section called "making connections" or something like that which gives you chance to answer

questions based on what you learned in the sections prior.This kind of refreshes you so you don't

forget. I wish that other textbooks would do this because the more you work with the material the



more permanent it becomes in your mind. Great idea.

This is not the greatest but its not among the bad books either. I got an A in the class using this

book. It's not difficult to read.

I didn't like this book. I felt like it could have been better organized, but that's not the seller's fault.

Again, mandatory for the class. Not a great pricing or anything; still expensive crap. I think it got

here on time.
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